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Johnson Controls introduces Tyco Cloud for secure and simple security
Cloud platform moves costly and complex security infrastructure off premises
MILWAUKEE – (August 5, 2019) – Johnson Controls has announced Tyco Cloud, a new cloudbased security suite developed to help customers move costly and complex security
infrastructure for access control and video surveillance to the cloud. With Tyco Cloud,
organizations can reduce costs, improve enterprise security management and scale security
operations on demand, providing unlimited possibilities to deliver security services over the
internet.

Tyco Cloud allows users to protect lives, assets and facilities through management of access
control, video surveillance and other security operations using secure cloud services and
connected devices such as cloud cameras and controllers. Cloud solutions from Tyco run on an
open and modern microservices architecture to ensure fast, scalable and secure services.
“Our customers worldwide are embracing and accelerating digital transformation to make their
businesses more intelligent, agile and cost effective,” said Martin Renkis, general manager of
Cloud Solutions, Global Security Products at Johnson Controls. “Tyco Cloud empowers this

digital transformation with on-demand security management that enables organizations to
securely and cost-effectively customize their video surveillance and access control solutions
based on site-specific and enterprise-wide requirements.”

For video surveillance, organizations can enable Tyco Cloud with any Illustra Cloud Camera or
leverage existing camera systems using Tyco Cloud Gateways, which will automatically locate
existing cameras from dozens of different manufacturers on a network and enable secure cloud
management of those cameras.

Tyco Cloud enables video storage in camera, in gateway, in low latency cloud, in high latency
cloud or a hybrid combination to support unlimited flexibility and cost effectiveness. The intuitive
interface allows users to customize multiple recording parameters, such as which cameras to
record and for how long, video resolution, as well as create unique upload schedules to
minimize bandwidth consumption. The service also offers Cold Cloud video storage for cost
effective, high latency online archiving. The new Hyper View feature enables users to search
through 24 hours of recorded video from up to 100 cameras within 60 seconds. Tyco Cloud
surveillance also supports powerful analytics such as heat mapping, object detection and crowd
formation to name a few.

For access control, the new ioSmart solutions from Tyco Cloud empower smartphone based
mobile credentials and smart key managed access control for companies to securely allow
personnel to conveniently access facilities using their smartphones without the security risk of
lost, stolen, or cloning of legacy card technologies. Tyco Cloud ioSmart was cloud first designed
to deliver convenience, cost savings and advanced security for access control.

The Tyco Cloud Enterprise Manager portal provides users with a comprehensive view of their
entire security solution through a single interface. It provides real-time status and management
of every connected device on a clickable global map. This simple dashboard also enables
tracking and management of users, bandwidth utilization, cloud storage and device firmware.

Additionally, Tyco Cloud secures all data from any device to the cloud and to the end user.
Every connected device as well as the cloud platform are supported by the Johnson Controls
Cyber Solutions Product Security Program, which delivers enhanced safeguards against cyber
attacks, including additional controls for proper password management and end to end
encrypted communications.

For more information on Tyco Cloud, please visit tycocloudsolutions.com or visit us at Booth
503 at the Global Security Exchange in Chicago, Sept. 10-12, 2019.

About Johnson Controls
Johnson Controls is a global leader creating a safe, comfortable and sustainable world. Our
105,000 employees create intelligent buildings, efficient energy solutions and integrated
infrastructure that work seamlessly together to deliver on the promise of smart cities and
communities in 150 countries. Our commitment to sustainability dates back to our roots in 1885,
with the invention of the first electric room thermostat. We are committed to helping our
customers win everywhere, every day and creating greater value for all of our stakeholders
through our strategic focus on buildings. For more information, visit www.johnsoncontrols.com
or follow @johnsoncontrols on Twitter.

About Johnson Controls Building Technologies & Solutions
Johnson Controls Building Technologies & Solutions is making the world safer, smarter and
more sustainable – one building at a time. Our technology portfolio integrates every aspect of a
building – whether security systems, energy management, fire protection or HVACR – to ensure
that we exceed customer expectations at all times. We operate in more than 150 countries
through our unmatched network of branches and distribution channels, helping building owners,
operators, engineers and contractors enhance the full lifecycle of any facility. Our arsenal of
brands includes some of the most trusted names in the industry, such as Tyco®,
YORK®, Metasys®, Ruskin®, Titus®, Frick®, PENN®, Sabroe®, Simplex® and Grinnell®. For
more information, visit www.johnsoncontrols.com or follow @johnsoncontrols on Twitter.
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